CIO Solutions takes over the distribution of the business cloud solution
Secure Data Space of SSP Europe GmbH in Turkey
Istanbul, Feb. 10, 2015 - CIO Solutions GmbH has expanded its IT Security business with the secure
Enterprise File Sync and Share solution (EFSS) Secure Data Space by SSP Europe, a manufacturer of
cloud and IT security services. As a preferred partner for DACH and distributor for Turkey, CIO
Solutions will offer SSP Europe’s solutions nationally and internationally.
Networked companies must be able to share their data with partners always. The associated risk of
misuse forces them, however, to provide their employees with secure solutions that meet the given
safety guidelines. The company's employees use private cloud storage accounts every day, which are
considered unsafe since the scandals and revelations of Edward Snowden and can be a goal of data
espionage. This is exactly where SSP Europe GmbH with its Secure Data Space picks up this topic,
which can be used as a cloud service or a virtual appliance from one’s own data center.
"The decision for this solution and the partnership with SSP Europe GmbH was not difficult for us
since, since as an alternative to private cloud storage solutions, the Secure Data Space business
solution with its unique Triple-Crypt ™ technology provides the companies with a maximum of
security. This type of encryption is recommended by Edward Snowden and is known as zero
knowledge technology", says Cem Tutay, International PreSales Manager of CIO Solutions.
"With its cloud solution, SSP Europe is already very successful in the corporate market. We are very
pleased to be able to enter the Turkish market with CIO Solutions. The Turkish market is growing
rapidly, and Enterprise File Sync and Share solutions are urgently needed for cross-company and
cross- country work", adds Thomas Haberl, Partner & Business Development at SSP Europe.
Through this cooperation, the Secure Data Space is now equipped with the Turkish language pack
and offers the highly secure Triple-Crypt™ technology, which encrypts sensitive data directly on the
user's device, during the data transmission and in the cloud storage itself. Despite the high level of
security, the solution remains very user-friendly allowing one to precisely control access with a
practical team function and multi-level right- and user-management concept. This high functionality,
combined with ease of use, makes the daily work easier for users and increases the satisfaction of
the entire company. The Secure Data Space can also be adapted to the respective company design
trough it’s branding capability.
About SSP Europe:
SSP Europe GmbH, headquartered in Munich, develops innovative cloud and IT security services as
market leader in the field of secure service provisioning. SSP Europe offers a modular, scalable
product portfolio that is suitable for use for anyone from small businesses to large international
corporations. The product portfolio of SSP Europe GmbH includes IT security services and solutions
for firewall and intrusion prevention systems, spam and virus protection, remote access, IT services
and solutions such as Hosted Exchange, online backup, and Secure Data Space line providing, housing
and hosting. SSP stands for SECURE SERVICE PROVIDING and thus for data center-centric IT and IT
security services.
SSP Europe on the Internet: www.ssp-europe.eu
Secure Data Space: www.secure-data-space.com
CIO Solutions GmbH offers customers of various industries as well as public administration
organizations a comprehensive portfolio of services and products in the areas of IT security and
enterprise content management. The company is based in Berlin and specializes in the
implementation of efficient ECM, security and management solutions. CIO Solutions Ltd. Istanbul, a
group company of CIO Solutions GmbH, supports German IT companies with the focus of safety on
entry into the Turkish market.
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